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PARTICLE EMISSION IN THE HYDRODYNAMICAL DESCRIPTION
OF RELATIVISTIC NUCLEAR COLLISIONS
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<h Ffsin. I'ninrshhiJt tic São / W o , C.P.S05I6, 01452-990 Sã • Pavto-SP,
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(Viitiiiuoiis |>;irliilf rmission «luring llic tvliolr cxpniiMon of tlirruisili/cd mat far is

si lulifil ;uul a iirvv foriniil;» f»»r llw «»l»scivi*»l transverse mass 5|irrlniin is derived. In Mime

limit, I lie usual emission at freeze onl scenario (Cooper-Pr yr formula) may be recovered.

In n >ini|>lin<-(l ilf-siripliun of expansion, we show tliat continuous particle emission ran

li .ill In a M/;IIIII- i in\.ttmi' in the |>ioii transverse mass spectrum and parallel slopes for

I lie various particles. These results are compared to experimental data.

I'.ACS HIIUIIMTS: 27.75.+r,l2.W.Mh,17.75.+f



At the present moim-nt, Ihr theoretical description of relativistic heavy ion collisions

is still quite controversial. On one extreme, one may try to describe heavy ion colKsiom

as a superposition of niiclron-nuckoo collisions. On the other extreme, one may apply

a statistical description, assuming that complete Ihermalization has been attained. Tlie

reason for this ambiguity is I hat we do not know the thermalization time. A reliable

est imatc of this time requires knowledge of quantities (e.g. density reached) that are not

well estahlislied yet. It is however thought that [1] due to the higher multiplicities and

longer dense matter lifHimes available, states of thermal equilibrium should be reached

(if not yet readied) at the accelerators that will be in use in the future. So it is important

to develop a complete liyilrodynamical description of relativistic heavy ion collisions.

There is indeed a lot of activity in this direction. Full three-dimensional hydrodynamics!

codes are becoming available (2-5) and transverse momentum and rapidity distributions

are predicted. These codes took over more simplified solutions [6-9]. Finer details

are now being studied. The effect of the freeze out criteria and initial conditions are

tested wing such axles or easier to handle semi-numerical approaches [10-13]. The

impact of resonance decays (in particular in connection with the observed low-pi pion

enhancement) is bring evaluated both in static thermal models and hydrodynamics!

models [14-17). In tbis paper, we concentrate on the description of the particle emission

process.

In hydrodyuamirai models, one usually introduces the notion of a sharp three-

dimensional ficczc out surface a. Before crossing it, particles have a hydrodynami-

cal behavior and, after, they free stream toward the detectors, keeping memory of the

conditions (flow, temperature) of where and when they crossed the three dimensional

surface. To compute I lie momentum distribution of frcezed out hadrons, one often uses '

the Cooper-Frye formula [18]

KrPiV/rfp3 = jirfcr^/(T,p), (1)

where da,, is a surface element and / a distribution function.

1/ct us try to make a description of particle emission that is closer to what happen!

experimentally. At e;irb space-lime point i, a given particle lias some chance to escape

the dense matter region without collision. This is due to the finite dimensions and



lifetime of tlir Iliennali/ed matter. So we consider thai the fluid has two components, a

free part piny an interacting part and write

Jl*>P) = Jt"A*,p) + f,n,iJT,p), (2)

where- / / , , , ««Minis lli«- particles al lime r° in / wbirh last scattered earlier and / m l

ilfM ribes all tin- particles I hat still will undergo collisions later. The variation in the

total iintnlx-r of flee particles lietwec-n two infinitrsiinally close surfares is

i*,r))- (3)

So tin- momentum ilistrilmtioti of all free particles rinilteil at r > TQ is

(4)

i'liis is inn li.ivir fonniita. 'I'lie physical niraniiigof t his expression is simple: the iniiiiber

of «It (•. I. «I |iiiiti< l<> with iiioiMcnliiiu in suinr raugr is given by siiinining all changes

in sp;u <• liuif of tin-1 in ii ill of fnt* particles with moment urn in that range. If we take

fjr,, ii|ii.il to / c io iiisiile si II ne freeze out snrfacr and equal to a distribution function

on it, we ser that (1) reduies to (1). So the (^Mipfr I'rye foruiula is a particular case of

our formula, lor liotli forinulas, the total energy emitted is in agreeiiK-nt with what is

expeti«-d from hydrodynamics |IO).

In our »;isr, part of tin- energy is in the fr«T particles and the rest in the interacting

component of the gas. F.neigy conservation «an therefore, he written as

l,el us wiite in addition fj,,r ---- Vf and fin, — (I -- V)f or ef|iiivalently; / / , „ = V/(l -

V) f,,>t, when* V ---• ff,,./f i» 'lie proportion of free particles with a given four-moment inn

p at a given «pa<e time point .r. V may also l>r identified (and this turns out to he

inoie <iiii\eiiieiit later) wilh the probability that any particle with momentum j> escapes

from .r without collision, ( lor example, if tliis prohabilily rquals 0.3, we expert a

corresponding fiee particle proportion of 30 "A). We now assume that approximately

/ ,„ , is a tin iniidi/ed matter distribution

J»)J * U , (6)



where «" is the fluid velocity and T its temperature.

In the usual freeze out scenario, there is no free particles in the fluid so one needs to

solve only Djfc = 0 with ftnl given by (6). Solving ( 5 ) » a complicated task by itself.

In order to see whether the continuous free particle emission process that we propose

has interesting new i-Hecls, let us adopt a simplified description of the fluid evolution.

Namely we are going to consider a fluid with boost invariant longitudinal expansion

and compare our continuous emission picture with the freeze out one. In this case, the

fluid velocity has I IK- form |20| u" = (f /r ,0,0,z/r) . For simplicity, we suppose that the

gas consists of masslrss pkms. In the freeze out case, the temperature is given (20) by

T{z,t) = T(ro,'o) x (ro/T) l / 3- W p no» proceed to extract the behavior of T from (5).

At x — 0, we have for the interacting component

where t = *7/\QT4, and lor tltr free component (for details see [19])

with a = /«W»!iin#/(4r)77(i - V)y 0 = f tl^Osm0cos70/(in)P/{I - V), 7 =

J<fy<»costfsin'0/(1;r)T7(l -V).

Because free particles csra|>e from the dense matter more easily if they are already close

to the surface, going outward, a radial dependence will appear in 7^*(C, even if we start

with a fluid whose initial energy density is p independent. Expressions (5),(7) and (8)

lead to a partial difTcrr'itial equation (in t and p) for c or T that can be solved numeri-

cally, given some initial conditions. For illustration, we take a flat initial energy density

i(p,t0) ~ nJ/)0T* for p < It and 0 outside. This allows analytical calculations (for

pxample V) and better understanding of the physrics involved. V needed in a, 0 and

7 can be computed with the Glauber formula, V - cxp(- J,00 <rvr(in(x')<u"]. To simplify

we approximate 11 in V by the solution for a fluid without particle emission. V depends

on expansion through density, geometry (i.e. where the particle is at / ) , particle type

(via scaUrring) and direction of motion.

In figure I, we show the Miavior of the temperature as function of the radius, for

various limrs for a fluid with boost invariant longitudinal expansion without and with



continuous partiih- emission. As cxpeited, lhe cooling is faster «n the last raso sincr

frit' particle emission removes energy. For times close to T0 , frre partirlc emission does

not aflitt very niuih llir rooting - except at thr edge - so our simplir at ion for V is

reasonable. Later, rooting may orrnr faster, so a self-consistent solution for V and T

slxrtltd \>f done.

Ni>\v that nr hiivr tin- Duiil i>voliition (naiiM-ly U"(T) and T(i) arc known), we ran

turn to llir ai liial«ali illation of parlit Ir s|Mt Ira. In I lie rase of frrrzr out at a constant

trinpi-ialiirr, Ilir (*»>o|H-r I'ryr fmiiiiila ran IK- rrwritlrn as [21]

- rf)JT — px*hqiCo.*$/T] ± 1*

»; (r«-s|». F/() is I lie loii^ilnilinal (r<*s|>. transvrrsr) (luid rapiflily. Whrn igiuxing

if-c ••\|>ansiini, {')) irilmrs lo

lor • •diliiiniiiis «-mission, ive can rewrite ( i ) as

(I I)

Tin' .i|>|>.iniit ililTi u m v in sign fur Ihr /»i In in ionics from I lie fart that in (9) the

inli |',i;il in r is along the Uii/r «>ui nirve with a diTinife i>rientation while in ( I I ) it is

f>rr inrteiising T (ser [I!)] for nn>re delnils). 'Io arroimt also for free parlirirs already

present at T - T0, I lie lei in at ru in ( I I ) iimsl l>r removed.

Nnw, we expert that the approximation fin, — f,t, l»r«nlis down when there is a

Mg piiipoiliiMi of Tree piiilides. We will therefore consider in lhe integrals only lliosc

spare lime points for wliirli P < O.i>. The T integral is then m l at Tv{p,$,i};vi) and

I he i* integral at /»f (r,«^,i;; i'i) f where V ••--• 0.5. The moinetitmn dislrilxilion of all free

p;nli< les is the»

tfN 2g t ?»fxrosh(y-

• ' / / / ' i 'W,, , ," (2n)l h M ' " ' 1 eNp(;(;i

Tliis •••juiition is iilinost the same as Hie Coop< r Trye fonmila except for an overall fart or

of 2. We also leitiind that the uilegratioii surface depends on the particle momentum.



Counting all tlie particles that become free inside the surface 7*=0.5 gives (12) without

factor 2. However we must account for the remaining interacting mat ter. When P=0-5 »

reached, little matter is interacting. We suppose that it is so rarefied that later changes

in its spectrum are negligible. Consequently we may apply the Cooper-Frye formula for

this component on the surface V-O.b, hence the factor 2.

In figure 2a, we show a plot of the pion transverse mass distribution, computed with

(12), and compare with two thermal distributions (10) respectively at 7/.=150 MeV and

7 / . = 70=200 MeV. The interesting feature of the spectrum in the continuous enrnsioB

scenario is its concave shape. The high pi tail has a slope close to that of a thermal

distribution at 70, showing the existence of fast particles escaping while the temperature

is high. The low pL part of I lie spectrum has a sk>|te reflecting low temperatures, and

is more similar to a liter mal distribution at 7/ , . It corresponds to the fact that low

Px particles get trap|>cd ami can be considered free when matter has become diluted.

Figure 2b shows the smite distributions as 2a but for more massive particles, nucleons,

with assumed null overall baryonic numl>er. The spectrum is now similar to a thermal

distribution at To, showing a strong suppression when the temperature decreases. Ob-

serve tliat our distribui ion is not a simple superposition of thermal distributions and the

convex shape at low rnL simply means that low pA particles (at high T) hardly escape.

Since we have worked with a simplified model, it would be unwise to use it to lit data.

However it is interesting to sec whether its qualitative features go in the right direction

and are quantitatively sizable. Data on transverse mass spectra have been obtained

by most experiments. NA3-1, NA35 and KMU05 seem to agree that the pion spectrum

has a concave curvature [22]. For heavy particles, NAM, NA36 and WA85 obtained

approximately constant slopes [23]. This is qualitatively in agreement with what our

simple model predicts. Even quantitatively, as shown in figure 3, the agreement is

reasonably good. It is fair to recall that the usual freeze out scenario can also reproduce

these data [11,17]. In these models, the large value of the temperature seen in the high

p x tails of the various s|wrlra rumes from the fact that the low freeze otil temperature

is blue shifted due to transverse expansion. So this is an apparent temperature, not

the real fluid temperature. On the basis of these data, it is not possible to see which



nn-< li.-iiiisnis, fr«ize «Mil or continuou* |>ar licit- enmshm iwovides a brltrr description.

'I lure exist liowever some data «here continuous particle emission might be crucial,

namHy particle ratios such as those obtained [23] at Cern by NA35, NA36 and WA85,

because transverse expansion aftWls the slope of the distributions but not the particle

ratios. Various groups (see r.g. references [24,25]) have shown that to reproduce the

WA85 ratios A"/A, " " / £ " , H"/A and ""/A" and NA35 ratios A"/A and A f / A , temprra-

tun-s «f O « I I T 200 MrV are needed. Such high temperatures are hard to reconcile with

the conventional frei-xe iHit scenario. In our description, since these experimental ratios

comem heavy |Kirtii h-s, Ilit-ir s|Mitra should exhibit naturally a high temperature. (This

high ttinperaltire |>rol>lrm with the stamlard Fni-zeotit scenario, among other reasons,

lr.nl some authors (26) Io riMiilude that the only hyilrotlynainical scenario consistent

with il;ila is IHH* when* a quark gluon phase has been rearheil.) However, these are still

qualitative iirgumriits, we «auiiot l>e inure quantitative yet about these ratios because

tins p «|>iir<-s I In- knowh-flge of lhe i liemiral potentials.

Our liyilnxlyMamiial «l«-s« ri|i(ii>n has been very simplified (transverse expansion was

not «onsiilrrril, longiliiilinallNNtsI invariance was assumed, resonancr decays were not in-

cluil«-il). Our aim was to s*i> whrlher new and interesting features emerge in our scenario

for |>.irl'n Ic cinission. We saw it «*«>nld lead to a sizable curvature of the pion spectrum

ami affnt tlir heavy |>;irtitle s|HTtrum as well (high non-"apparent" temperatures).

A IMI , if liyilroi|yiiaitii<al flow has indeed lxvn i-slablisheil in current relativistic nuclear

rollisions, our scenario may l«*a«l lo a more consistent description of experimental data:

it niiiy reproilure not only lln*slia|>eof lhes|»eitra but the ratios of particle abundances.

On tin* liasis of this work, we think that it is nwesKary to develop a hydrodynamical

numerical code incor|Hnating this continuous particle emission process.

Tlir ;iulliors wish fo ifimik (M^y in , I'.Heinz and U.Ornik for useful rommenls. This

work «as partially supportril l>y r'AI'KSI» (pror. 00/1071 -5,03/2970-1 and 93/2163-2)

Mini CNPq (|»ror. :«HHr»l/!»2 0).
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figure captions

Figure 1: Tempera! we as a function of radius for various times. Solid (tup. dashed)

Kiir *« thr modH «ilk (irsp. without) continuous particle emission. T . = « 0 MeV,

i» = 1 fin, R = J.7 fm and < #rv«i >— 2 fm*.

Figure 2: Transverse mass spectrum lor • ) the pirn b) the auetron. Solid Bac is o«t

model vitb ronlinaom parlirlr rmis>ion. Dasfc-dolted and dashed Tines arc (srakd) t h »

mal dhtribnlions rr*prrlivrly at 1» and 7*/.= ISO McV. (Same nines of the parameten

as for figure I )

Figure 3: Traits» «-nc mass spectra computed with our model of continuous partktt

emission. Exprrimriital points are NA3S S-t-S (all-y) data.Thb is not a least ion«i* Cl

and just show the gmrral trend. (Same «alue of the parameten as in figure 1 except

<»«Vti>-5f 'w*)- i J
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